SPECIALIST DESIGN
SERVICE

LET US SOLVE YOUR
SPACE PROBLEMS

GOT AN IDEA FOR YOUR NEXT SPACE?
Just talk to us. We provide a range of services that can help bring your initial
idea to life. Each step will ensure you have full control over the design and
our experienced design engineers can provide realistic renders and concept
images to ensure each design is exactly what you envisage. Our goal is to
maximise your space potential enabling you to connect people with Audio
Visual technology.

Visit our website www.teammateworld.com

OUR SERVICES
CONSULTATION
TeamMate offer a free design consultation. Either on the phone, via email or a site visit. We can provide advice on
how to maximise your space potential through either utilising one of our existing products, or whether a completely
bespoke product will be required.

PRODUCT MODIFICATION/CUSTOMISATION
TeamMate has a range of standard product that can be modified or customised to enhance user experience or to
suit various architectural environments and applications. For example, each product can be customised to cater for
a wide variety of audio visual technologies.

BESPOKE DESIGN
Our design engineers can bring your ideas to life. After consultation and discovering your needs and aspirations we
then develop a series of custom designs and renders for sign off. The bespoke service can be used for designing stateof-the-art collaborative teaching spaces through to custom standalone solutions.

SPACE PLANNING
We can provide a range of 2D DWG plan view drawings ideal for working out how much space you may have in a
room. In addition, realistic 3D renders and walkthroughs can be provided to enhance the visual experience of what
the space could look like.

For more information call us on +44 (0)1491 825739 or email info@teammateworld.com

BESPOKE DESIGNS

Laptop workstation with
retracting twin screens

Tri-mounted screen stand

Height adjusting and tilting
lectern for an interactive screen

Custom lectern

BESPOKE DESIGN

Custom height adjustable
podium
Touch assisted height adjustable
mobile trolley

In addition to TeamMate’s standard range of product, our
team of design engineers can also create bespoke designs
based on clients needs and aspirations. We are on hand to
work with you every step of the way: From initial concept,
to prototyping, all the way through to delivering the solution
for your space.
Check out some examples of our bespoke designs.

FREE SPACE PLANNING
AND DESIGN SERVICE

FROM INITIAL CONCEPT/RENDER

TO COMPLETED PROJECT

Our team can produce photo realistic renders of your
solution in room settings, enabling you to have piece of mind
over your design. We work with you at every stage, from
initial idea through to developing intricate details of the
product and the size of the space it will be going in. We can
then formulate an idea of how the space will look and create
a setting for the render photo.

From working closely with you throughout the design phase,
TeamMate can manufacture and install fully functional yet
contemporary audio visual roomware solutions for your
given space. We have designed specialist furniture solutions
for a range of projects both small and large across the
world: From flexible teaching spaces, boardrooms and
laboratories, to libraries and breakout areas.

For more information call us on +44 (0)1491 825739 or email info@teammateworld.com
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